
How to assemble the underframe of the Elliott and Nolan MFT

Start with the upper
shelf frame (300mm wide, 
the lower frame is 250mm). Make sure
the edges arrowed are ush

Fix the remaining outer
parts of the upper shelf frame, again
making sure the edges are ush

Now x the middle supports
ensuring they are ush with the top edge and centred between the apertures 
where arrowed



Now you can x one
of the shelves to the 
framework. This will pull it
square. The frame is upside down at the 
moment so use enough screws to take the 
weight of whatever you’re going to store on the shelf

Now is the best time to x the 
legs. Make sure the tops of the legs are
ush with the framework
(arrowed)



Turn the framework over and nearby
make up the lower frame in the same way as before. When you have done that
get an assistant to help you lift the table over the lower frame

Before the lower framework is xed
by screwing it to the legs, pack it up
to your desired height 



You can now place the top on the framework. Fix it by screwing through 
the top into the edges of the shelf supports. If you use the MFT as shown in
the video you will NEVER hit a screw with the saw as long as you place the 
screws as shown below

Place screws where needed on the diagonals between dog holes so that
saw blades can never hit it if the MFT is used correctly



You can now t the extension supports. They can be xed to their adjacent
table legs by screwing through the support into the leg. Make sure they are
rmly in contact with the underside of the top

Apply wood glue to the tops of the shelf supports and use a rail and three dogs
like this to ensure the dog holes of the extensions are perfectly in line with
the holes in the main top. When the glue has set reinforce it with screws

The assembly is now complete, enjoy your multi function table


